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We are told in the Cayce readings that the purpose of each soul is to be a co-
creator with God. But what does that really mean? How much is up to us and 
how much is up to God? Is it true that we create our own reality? What does 
modern science contribute to our understanding of the infinite field of 
possibilities? Does the law of attraction work? And, more pointedly, why does it 
so often seem not to work?  
 
In this session, we will:  
 

• Explore the profound difference between fixed expectations and a state of 
open expectancy. 

• Consider the part we play in the evolution of consciousness. 

• See why all visualization practices are not the same. 

• Uncover the sabotaging impact of unconscious intentions. 

• Work with a step-by-step method for co-creating with the infinite field. 

Edgar Cayce was truly a pioneer in his approach to the evolutionary, co-creative 
responsibility we each have. Lynn has worked with this material for decades and 
loves to share it in presentations that include key insights and practical 
takeaways. 
 

 
Lynn Sparrow Christy is the author of Beyond Soul Growth: 

Awakening to the Call of Cosmic Evolution. She is a teacher, 

writer, and hypnotherapist-life coach with more than 40 years of 

experience with both traditional and alternative approaches to 

spirituality.  Her earlier books, Reincarnation: Claiming Your 

Past, Creating Your Future and Edgar Cayce and Christian Faith, 
as well as her home-study courses, Meditation Made Easy and 

How to Discover Your Past Lives, have all explored leading topics in contemporary 

spirituality. She is also the developer and mentor for several Internet-based home-

learning experiences. Lynn works with individual clients at her Virginia Beach office and 

via videoconferencing apps. She is available for workshops. Learn more about Lynn and 

her services at AccessYourPotential.net. 
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